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A Method For Designing Wood Box Spar Caps By Anton Cvjetkovic and Harry Scott 5546 W. 122nd St.



Hawthorne, Calif. 90251 HE INFORMATION presented in this article is meant T to aid the amateur airplane designer by either reducing design time or further optimize the design with the original amount of hours. The method can be applied to wing, vertical, or horizontal tails with wood box spars. We hope the effort will be directed toward optimization and therefore produce lighter structures with the desired strength. Less weight means shorter take-off runs, lower stall speed, and better climb-out performance which enhance flight safety. Also, a higher cruise speed follows so while traveling, this means less time of engine operation giving greater economy in total fuel used and engine maintenance. These factors apply for the entire lifetime of the airplane so avoid carrying unnecessary weight with good design practice. The basic information presented here was first published in 1941 by W. Hutter in the German magazine Flugsport, Schweizerische Bauzaitung, and again in 1949 in The Lectures of University of Belgrad. The core of the method is the graph, Fig. 4. To utilize it, the following considerations must be made. It is assumed the cantilevered wing spar is loaded only by bending moments, either positive, M,, for normal flight, or negative, M2, for inverted flight, and the spar has no axial loads. See Fig. 1. Based on these assumptions, M, produces compressive forces in the upper cap and tensile forces in the lower cap, and M2 produces tension in the upper cap and compression in the lower cap. The reason both M, and M._,



are investigated is because the spar caps are usually designed by compressive loads. M, therefore sizes the upper cap and M2 the lower cap. The reason compression is the designing factor is because the structure reacting it is geometrically sensitive. That is, the arrangement of the length, width, and thickness directly influence a member's ability to react compressive loads, i.e., stand a piece of paper on edge and it collapses from its own weight, whereas, if rolled like a tube, it will support a book. Fig. 2 illustrates the positive and negative bending moment curves on the wing spar of an airplane. If a single spar structure is used to carry the bending moment, then the total load created by the wing can be assumed to be reacted by the spar. Actually, auxiliary spars are usually used to mount control surfaces and they do exert some small amount of influence in the outboard portions of the main spar. If two or more main spars are used, then the distribution of the wing bending moment for each spar becomes complex. For it is dependent



upon the torsional rigidity of the wing and area moment of inertias of the spars. Optimization becomes a timeconsuming iteration process. The bending moment diagram in Fig. 2 makes it convenient to determine this load at any point along the spar that is chosen for analysis. Note the bending moment ceases to increase at the attach point in the fuselage. The more sections along the spar that are analyzed the more optimum the structure. Use of this method is perhaps



best illustrated by working an example. Example



Fig. 3 illustrates the various known and unknown parameters of a box spar that will be analyzed to deter44
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mine the cap depth. The knowns at the section to be investigated are: H = 6.30 inches B = 1.58 inches The ultimate bending moment (maximum load times a safety factor of 1.5) at that section are: M, = 55808 inch — pounds M.. = 41339 inch — pounds The compressive yield allowable stress for Sitka spruce. f,.y = 4700 psi (From ANC-18 "Design of Wood Aircraft Structures"). Compute the following formula to determine one curve on Fig. 4 (interpolate if necessary). M, BH2



100 f,.v



=



55808 1.58(6.3)2



100 4700



=



19



The other curve utilizes a ratio of the bending moments so: M, = 55808 _ M, 41339 ~ The intersection of these two curves on Fig. 4 gives: = .345 f K



=



.62



Referring back to Fig. 3, the depth of the spar caps can



be obtained. d, = eH = .345 x 6.3 = 2.2 inches d 2 = d,K = 2.2 x .62 = 1.35 inches ADDENDUM



Although it is not necessary for the use of this method, a rigorous derivation is, however, presented for those who are academically inclined. Based on Fig. 3 it can be



stated that:



dl B = (e2 — d2)



(e, —



e, + 6., = H Therefore: e, = /H — d, + do' 2 /



and,



do d, + d 2



+ d, 2 (Equation 1)



e, = /H — d j + c L A d, V ——2———/ ' d, + d., Let d, = e And do = K



+



do ~2~



So we can write d 2 = Kd, = K e H Substituting these expressions in Equation 1, we obtain:



e, = Hf, (f, K) and eo = Hf, ( € , K)



The moment of inertia of the box spar cross section (less webs) is:



I = Br



,



3



-i



T ~ L e , + e.,— (e, — d,)3 — (e2 — dJ 3 J If we substitute d, = CH; d 2 = K € H; e, = Hf, (e, K); Co = Hf., (e, K) into the above expression, we get: l"= BH3~f (€, K)



The bending moment formula gives: I I M



i = f 
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